CULTURAL
EFFECTIVENESS
KEYNOTE

Leveraging Cultural Intelligence to Power Global Business Results
Misunderstandings rooted in cultural differences present the greatest obstacle to productive, cross-border collaboration.
Increased international communication and interaction present the need for a culturally attuned organization that reaches
efficiency and collaborative objectives fast. This keynote shares how to close the learning curve of global collaboration and
surpass expectations for business results in an international context. The cross-cultural effectiveness framework featured
was developed by keynote speaker, Denise Pirrotti Hummel, J.D. and is currently used by Ernst & Young in its Human
Capital division, by Aon Hewitt in its Mergers & Acquisitions division, and by Deloitte in its Global Mobility division.

Your audience will enjoy this keynote
If they are:

• Building international relationships and partnerships
• Working to understand foreign customers, partners
and influencers
• Managing or participating in global teams
• Motivating and negotiating internationally
• Working with cross-border processes and operations

What's unique about this keynote:

• The keynote speaker lived in Italy for three
•
•

years with her children and wrote a book about
it.
She started a business in Europe which she
ultimately scaled to 65 countries and sold to EY
in the United States.
Her anecdotes from both a professional and
personal perspective are funny and engaging,
but also enormously practical.

First 5 participant receive
a free copy of Denise
Hummel's book,
"Speak Milk. Drink Wine:
Becoming a Global
Citizen"
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The impact of cultural effectiveness
•
•
•
•

Increases in profit, according to 88% of surveyed global executives
Efficiency gains of 30%, achievable with improved cross-cultural communication
Sales revenue increases of over 32%
Significantly lower cost and operational risk in highly challenging cross-border interactions

Clients Include

Keynote delivery: Meet Denise
Denise Pirrotti Hummel, J.D. began her career as an employment lawyer by
litigating and winning the first class action under the Americans With Disabilities
Act. She moved into international M&A people integration, where she developed
a cross-cultural optimization consultancy, Universal Consensus, LLC, which was
acquired by Ernst & Young, where she became a Principal. Now Founder & Chief
Innovation Officer of Lead Inclusively, Inc., Denise helps clients integrate business
and H.R. strategies to optimize workplace cultures enabling diverse talent to
positively impact organizational success. She is a serial entrepreneur, IDEO™
certified in “Leading for Creativity,” TED Talks™ finalist, board member of the
Healthcare Businesswomen’s Association (HBA) and a member of Marshall
Goldsmith’s final legacy team, 100 Coaches™. A staunch advocate of a diverse
workforce, her mission has always been measurable action driving tangible
business results. Contact Lead Inclusively, Inc. to learn how Denise’s expertise can
lead to powerful improvement across many business metrics.

Our Services:
Organizational Inclusion Assessments
A deep dive to discover the current Inclusion Score™ of an organization or team. This detailed
assessment reviews individuals and their current contributions to an inclusive culture, and reveals how
policies, processes and practices play out in the workplace as inclusive or exclusionary. It identifies
practical recommendations empowering businesses and individuals to integrate inclusivity into their
leadership approach.
Inclusion Training Workshops
Workshops and roundtables that enable a group of aspiring leaders to delve into the principles of
inclusive leadership, using practical exercises to identify and hone best practices.
Inclusion Experiences
An innovation lab providing full immersion into the world of inclusive leadership. The program teaches
participants inclusive leadership skills, then uses design thinking to take on an internal challenge or
solve a CSR problem in the business ecosystem. The full-immersion version of this lab includes a one
week off-site that takes leaders out of their home comfort zones, providing the opportunity to resolve
new challenges using inclusive leadership skills.
Inclusion Coaching
Denise’s expertise is aligning her protégés career goals with the strategy of the business. With regard
to inclusion, her mentorship
rs
involves helping leaders be more inclusive in their leadership style and
strategies. For women and diverse individuals, coaching often consists of helping them with the
nuances of asking for the assistance they need to move through senior leadership without giving up
their power. Denise is a member of Marshall Goldsmith’s legacy coaching team, 100 Coaches™.
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